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Abstract
3D world modeling is an important issue for a long time.

For this, various sensors like a laser scanner and a
camera are used. The calibration process is needed to set
only one absolute axis between those sensors. In this paper,
we present improved calibration between a laser scanner
and a camera using PCA method. Next important thing is
to know vehicle's pose and orientation. With this whole
algorithm, our approach leads to improve 3D world
modeling.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous vehicles are necessary in the future so
many autonomous vehicles are developed recently. The
most popular autonomous vehicle challenge contest is The
DARPA Grand Challenge [1]. Most of their vehicle
composed of various sensors like a laser scanner, camera,
GPS and so on. Each sensor has its own task e.g. laser
scanner presents the distance between a vehicle and
objects, camera presents the color information and GPS
represents vehicle's pose and so on. To merge these
different sensors, the calibration method is very important
issue. After calibrating we should make 3D world
modeling map. This work became a fundamental task to
recognize geographical features like buildings, pedestrians
and so on.

There are many papers about calibration. The best one
is written by Quilong Zhang, et al [2]. They proposed
calibration method with a 2D laser scanner and a camera.
These days, it is more common to use 3D laser sensor not
2D laser sensor. Its results are good but Zhang's method is
not proper to apply 3D laser scanner. Gaurav Pandey, et al
proposed extrinsic calibration between a 3D laser scanner
and an omnidirectional camera [3]. Their results are
enough to use our system but its method is so complicate.
So there is necessary to improve calibration method. In
this work we introduce more simple calibration method
using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method. In
Chapter 3, we will deal with making 3D world modeling.
Experiment and results are in chapter 4 and finally the
conclusion will be referred in chapter 5.
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2. Calibration

Calibration means to define the axis of the laser scanner
and the camera. It is the first step to make 3D world
modeling so it is very important issue. If calibration result
is bad, the experiment result also goes to be bad. Therefore,
our first objective in these studies was to get accurate
calibration result. Here, we present the calibration method
using PCA method. We have previously shown that [4]
and mention it again this paper shortly.

We, first, extended Zhang's method to 3-dimension,
second removed the edge region data, third applied the
PCA method and finally, we got rotation matrix and
translation vector.

Before we start, the notations are following. Pv are
points on the pattern board w.r.t. laser coordinates, P, are
points on the pattern board w.r.t camera coordinates and P
are points on the pattern board w.r.t pattern board
coordinates. R is rotation matrix and t is translation vector
between pattern board coordinates and camera coordinates.
<1> means rotation matrix and ~ means translation vector
between laser coordinates and camera coordinates.

Fig. 1: Sensor Geometry

The raw laser data has some noise, so it is better if we
refine them. To refine raw data, we apply PCA method.
With all estimated laser data on the pattern board, the
eigenvalue and eigenvector are estimated, and finally we
can get its plane equation. So we know refined points on
the pattern board. Figure 2 shows PCA result. Green color
is raw data and blue color is points removed edge region.
The edge region points are very noisy so we removed it
before apply PCA method that is the raw data means only
blue points. Red color is refined data after applying PCA
method.
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Fig. 2: Points on the pattern board

Now, we know the refined data, we can calibrate it via
eqn.l.

NT HPv =11 N' II,

A. PCA Result

Table 1 Specification of sensors

(2)

Laser Camera GPS IMUscanner
Resolution Scm 2.0MP 0.5m 0.5"

Update
Speed 5Hz 15 fps 1Hz 100Hz
Rate

x = rl k ,i sin <PIt ,i sin BI,i

Figure 4, we present the total process. The pose of
vehicle was estimated with a GPS and an IMU sensor. The
3D world modeling was composed ofa laser scanner and a
camera. We already explained how we could get the
rotation matrix and translation vector in chapter 2, so we
could put color information into the point cloud.

4. Experiment and Result

We used following sensors: the 3D laser scanner 
Velodyne HDL-64E, camera - PGR Ladybug3, GPS 
HUACE H20, and IMU - XSENSE MTi. Its specification
is summarized in table 1.

To test whether our PCA algorithm improved results,
we tested it 15 times and calculated its mean and variance
average.

N ·pc =11 N
2 II

N 'Pc = N . (<1>-I(PV - Ii)) =11 N
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3. World Modeling

3D world modeling is basic research for autonomous
navigation system. With this modeling result, we could
segment and recognize objects. Most autonomous vehicles
had generally those sensors - laser scanners, cameras,
GPS (Global Positioning System), IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit). The vehicle's pose (x, y, z) was
measured by GPS and vehicle's orientation (roll, pitch,
yaw) was measured by IMU.

The operation time of those sensors was not
correspondent so we should merge its time. Generally, the
operation time of IMU was faster than GPS so we set
operation time of IMU as basis. We could merge that time
by interpolating vehicle's pose through operation time of
IMU. The vehicle's velocity was about 20 km/h i.e.
5.6cm/s. It is sufficiently negligible in outdoor
environment.

After this step, we modeled 3D world modeling with a
laser scanner and a camera. In this experiment, we used a
3D laser scanner because it provided whole direction data
at a time. That is, the data were abundant to represent
outdoor well. From a 3D laser scanner, the distance was
measured_ like Fig. 3. The notations were defined as

follows. r tk,i is the ith distance between a laser scanner

and object at time tk , tp . is a vertical angle and () . is
, 'k,l tk,l

an azimuth angle. The positions of objects are represented
like eqn. 2.

Figure 4: Overall Procedure
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Table 2 represent its mean and variance. The total mean
value was about O.03Im and the total variance was about
O.OOIm. It proved that our refined data had sufficiently
small deviation

Table 2 Mean and Variance of pattern board data

B. Calibration Result

With refined data, we got calibration result - rotation
matrix <1> and translation vector ~. We compared
calibration results when we used both raw data and refined
data in Table 3. When we used refine data, its result went
to more accurate.

Table 3 Calibration Result
Raw Data Refined Data

<D(deg) A(m) <D(deg) A(m)
0.999 0.011 0.016 -0.012 0.999 0.010 0.019 -0.005
-0.011 0.999 -0.019 -0.021 -0.009 0.999 -0.022 -0.019
-0.016 0.019 0.999 0.249 -0.019 0.022 0.999 0.229

Its error rate is shown in Fig. 5. Error rate decreased
when we used refined data.

Figure 5: Error Rate

Finally, we made colored point cloud in Fig. 6. When we
focused specific objects like pattern board or a car, the
results looked good.
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Figure 6: Calibration Result

C. 3D modeling Result

We experimented in parking lot. Figure 7 showed the
result which only presented with a laser scanner. Each
color meant height difference.

Figure 7: 3D World Modeling via Laser Scanner

When we applied whole sensor applications, the result
is like Fig. 8.

Figure 8: 3D World Modeling Result
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5. Conclusion and Further work

Calibration means that we find the relationship between
each other sensors. This process is necessary to make 3D
world modeling. In this paper, we present more accurate
calibration method using PCA and implement 3D world
modeling. It is clear that the result is improved when we
use our proposed algorithm.

Our study is deal with just make 3D world modeling.
With this result, we will study about object recognition or
make an autonomous vehicle.
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